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How can academic institutions play a role in 
preserving government data?

What does it mean to “claim” a federal agency? 

How can one institution develop a “chain of custody” 
for an agency’s collection of data?



Government data is at risk

● Political
○ Threats to climate change + socioeconomic data (e.g., HR 82)

● Funding
○ Servers going dark

● Obscurity
○ Inability to locate particular datasets

● Format and compatibility issues
○ Obsolete and proprietary formats



Main challenges

● Data is always in flux
● … so is metadata
● Lack of adequate identifiers for many datasets
● Not knowing what data exists in the first place
● Coordinating preservation responsibilities across 

institutions / “claiming” a department



“You could not step twice into the same river...”
alt. “All is flux, nothing is stationary.”

Heraclitus (535 - 475 BCE), on the challenges of data modeling
[ Plato, Cratylus, 402a ]



Possible strategies

Mirror everything

Mirrors are extremely 
useful, and essential 
infrastructure



Possible strategies

Focus on catalogs, and mirror everything

But what is “everything”?

Data.gov + other known catalogs

1. these are incomplete
2. … they’re catalogs, not repositories
3. mismatches between metadata and data
4. records are ephemeral



Excellent mirroring work is being done



Individual institutions have different standards or make 
different choices regarding how they collect data

● Make items available in 
contexts meaningful to 
academic institutions

● Pull things apart / push 
things together

● Fully represent the 
preservation context

Libraries Add Value



Test Case: Preserving U.S. Forest Service Data

● Represented in multiple places
○ Data.gov
○ FSGeodata Clearinghouse

● Frequently updated
● Released in a variety of formats

○ Geodatabases
○ Shapefiles
○ Web services

● Atomized in different ways



Multiple Contexts, Same Data?

FSGeodata Clearinghouse Data.gov



Item on FSGeodata Clearinghouse

Same item on Data.gov



This strategy would involve:

Creating new intellectual entities, but preserving the 
original context as accurately as possible

a. Institutions preserve in accordance with their 
broader collection mandates

b. Institutions capitalize on existing infrastructure
i. many academic libraries already have some approach to 

bit-level digital preservation



Alterations
● Augmentation of descriptions
● Cleaned and added subject terms and 

metadata fields for discovery
● Standardized syntax, and level at which 

we distribute the datasets
● Highlight and make original metadata 

more accessible
● Link back to government context

○ Data.gov ID (if one exists)
○ ID from any other catalog



But there are still problems...

● Many of the preservation challenges mentioned 
earlier remain:
○ How precisely can we tie these new entities back to their origins?
○ How can we actually preserve things if we’re also adding data, 

and shifting contexts?
○ And what about the data and metadata changing constantly in 

the first place?



Checksum Sharing Proposal

At a minimum, we need a better way to collect and 
share claims made about data

● We can’t trust the metadata we have access to
● We can’t access all of the data we are told should exist
● Data appears in so many different contexts, that absent some central 

authority we can never know what has already been preserved versus 
what has never been captured



Checksum Sharing Proposal

At a minimum, we need a better way to collect and 
share claims made about data

● The only reference we can trust absolutely is the data itself
○ a particular dataset can be uniquely identified by its checksum

● Everything else needs to be contextualized as a claim about a piece 
of data with a checksum



Example
● NYU attempts to preserve a record from the USDA, 

originally found on Data.gov
● NYU downloads everything possible, and records 

the exact state of files and metadata as received
○ (Bagit specification useful here)

● There may not be a one-to-one correlation between 
structure of files on Data.gov and the NYU repository



Example (continued)
● … so we share a claim that lets others know, that for 

each individual file taken from the USDA:
○ NYU has seen this file, which has checksum: 

sha256:8d93fd1be34…f343

○ It came originally from: data.gov:12345678
○ NYU downloaded it on 2017-09-10T13:11:01
○ And it now appears in:

■ nyu.edu/98765432

■ handle.net/98765432





What this infrastructure could enable
● A searchable graph of claims that relate files with any of the contexts 

in which they were originally discovered
● Ability to verify if a given file has been preserved by an academic 

institution
● Data is traceable even when presented in contexts other than mirrors
● We can find evidence of any data that was ever downloaded from a 

particular piece of metadata
○ i.e., search for all files derived from a given Data.gov ID

● A point from which to begin coordinating larger efforts



Contact 
Andrew Battista
Librarian for Geospatial Information Systems
New York University
ab6137@nyu.edu

Stephen Balogh
Data Services Specialist
New York University
sgb334@nyu.edu

Slides from this talk will be available from 
the Library of Congress website. You can also 
contact us and we will share them with you 
directly.

Resources 

Battista, A. & Balogh, S. (2017) “The Challenge of Rescuing 
Federal Data: Thoughts and Lessons.” blog post available at 
https://data-services.hosting.nyu.edu/the-challenge-of-rescuing
-federal-data-thoughts-and-lessons/

“Rethinking Institutional Repository Strategies: Report of a CNI 
Executive Roundtable.” May, 2017. Available at 
https://www.cni.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/CNI-rethinki
ng-irs-exec-rndtbl.report.S17.v1.pdf/ 

Communities

Data Refuge - http://www.datarefuge.org
Environmental Data and Government Initiative (EDGI) - 
https://envirodatagov.org/ 
End of Term Harvest - http://eotarchive.cdlib.org/ 
Climate Mirror - http://climatemirror.org/ 

Standards & Projects

Svalbard - https://github.com/datproject/svalbard 
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